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This text covers topics in algebraic geometry and commutative algebra with a strong perspective toward practical and
computational aspects. The first four chapters form the core of the book. A comprehensive chart in the Preface illustrates a variety
of ways to proceed with the material once these chapters are covered. In addition to the fundamentals of algebraic geometry—the
elimination theorem, the extension theorem, the closure theorem and the Nullstellensatz—this new edition incorporates several
substantial changes, all of which are listed in the Preface. The largest revision incorporates a new Chapter (ten), which presents
some of the essentials of progress made over the last decades in computing Gröbner bases. The book also includes current
computer algebra material in Appendix C and updated independent projects (Appendix D). The book may serve as a first or
second course in undergraduate abstract algebra and with some supplementation perhaps, for beginning graduate level courses in
algebraic geometry or computational algebra. Prerequisites for the reader include linear algebra and a proof-oriented course. It is
assumed that the reader has access to a computer algebra system. Appendix C describes features of MapleTM, Mathematica®
and Sage, as well as other systems that are most relevant to the text. Pseudocode is used in the text; Appendix B carefully
describes the pseudocode used. Readers who are teaching from Ideals, Varieties, and Algorithms, or are studying the book on
their own, may obtain a copy of the solutions manual by sending an email to jlittle@holycross.edu. From the reviews of previous
editions: “...The book gives an introduction to Buchberger’s algorithm with applications to syzygies, Hilbert polynomials, primary
decompositions. There is an introduction to classical algebraic geometry with applications to the ideal membership problem,
solving polynomial equations and elimination theory. ...The book is well-written. ...The reviewer is sure that it will be an excellent
guide to introduce further undergraduates in the algorithmic aspect of commutative algebra and algebraic geometry.” —Peter
Schenzel, zbMATH, 2007 “I consider the book to be wonderful. ... The exposition is very clear, there are many helpful pictures and
there are a great many instructive exercises, some quite challenging ... offers the heart and soul of modern commutative and
algebraic geometry.” —The American Mathematical Monthly
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Considered a classic by many, A First Course in Abstract Algebra is an in-depth introduction to abstract algebra. Focused on groups, rings
and fields, this text gives students a firm foundation for more specialized work by emphasizing an understanding of the nature of algebraic
structures.
As a teacher of several mathematics subjects at university level, and writer of several books that preceded to this one, and as a result of my
goal to try to explain what seemed difficult as something easy, for a few years I began to investigate in several mathematics areas about
possible simple proofs to complex mathematical problems. This book contains the results of these investigations, referring to Fermat's last
theorem, as well as the existence of solutions for the Fermat equation in other fields such as quadratic integers and Gaussians, and
conjectures such as Collatz conjecture and Goldbach strong conjecture.
Algebra: Chapter 0 is a self-contained introduction to the main topics of algebra, suitable for a first sequence on the subject at the beginning
graduate or upper undergraduate level. The primary distinguishing feature of the book, compared to standard textbooks in algebra, is the
early introduction of categories, used as a unifying theme in the presentation of the main topics. A second feature consists of an emphasis on
homological algebra: basic notions on complexes are presented as soon as modules have been introduced, and an extensive last chapter on
homological algebra can form the basis for a follow-up introductory course on the subject. Approximately 1,000 exercises both provide
adequate practice to consolidate the understanding of the main body of the text and offer the opportunity to explore many other topics,
including applications to number theory and algebraic geometry. This will allow instructors to adapt the textbook to their specific choice of
topics and provide the independent reader with a richer exposure to algebra. Many exercises include substantial hints, and navigation of the
topics is facilitated by an extensive index and by hundreds of cross-references.
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"Explores all of the topics typically covered in undergraduate courses including the rudiments of set theory, group theory, rings,
modules, Galois theory, polynomials, linear algebra, and associative algebra"--Cover p. 4
Fermat Equation over several fields and other historical mathematical conjecturesLulu.com
This volume contains the proceedings of the International Conference on Vertex Operator Algebras, Number Theory, and Related
Topics, held from June 11–15, 2018, at California State University, Sacramento, California. The mathematics of vertex operator
algebras, vector-valued modular forms and finite group theory continues to provide a rich and vibrant landscape in mathematics
and physics. The resurgence of moonshine related to the Mathieu group and other groups, the increasing role of algebraic
geometry and the development of irrational vertex operator algebras are just a few of the exciting and active areas at present. The
proceedings center around active research on vertex operator algebras and vector-valued modular forms and offer original
contributions to the areas of vertex algebras and number theory, surveys on some of the most important topics relevant to these
fields, introductions to new fields related to these and open problems from some of the leaders in these areas.
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Upon publication, the first edition of the CRC Concise Encyclopedia of Mathematics received overwhelming accolades for
its unparalleled scope, readability, and utility. It soon took its place among the top selling books in the history of Chapman
& Hall/CRC, and its popularity continues unabated. Yet also unabated has been the d
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